STEPS TO FREEDOM
Groups for men and women that promote personal growth and Christ-centered recovery for those seeking freedom from the life challenging issues of alcohol, or other chemical dependencies. Recovery is based on the 12-step process with emphasis on restoration through surrender to our Higher Power, Jesus Christ. In a confidential, safe setting, participants are freed to share struggles and breakthroughs as they build healthy relationships with God, themselves and others.

STEPS TO FREEDOM FOR FAMILIES
This group focuses on supporting those whose lives have been affected by the chemical dependency struggles of family members and friends. As group members support one another, learn healthy coping tools and turn to God’s truth for healing and understanding, they will experience hope to face the future with greater confidence. Participants will grow in their ability to handle misplaced guilt and shame, identify enabling behaviors and develop skills to support their loved one’s recovery.

THRESHOLD OF HOPE
A group for younger, single women who have experienced sexual abuse and trauma. By creating a safe setting that allows women to engage in discussion and support, light is brought into the dark places of secrecy, silence and shame that surround sexual abuse. Group members also complete a helpful weekly study. Those who have received personal counseling for this issue, will experience added life change in this confidential, safe group.

WHAT’S EATING YOU
This group for men and women helps people find freedom from their fixation on food through a satisfying relationship with God. The term will include a 40-day sugar fast. If you find yourself running to food for comfort or reward, eating from habit or boredom or struggling with self control, this group will help you replace your cravings with a new appetite for the good things God has in store for you.
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**ANXIOUS FOR NOTHING**

This group focuses on helping those who are struggling with the debilitating effects of anxiety and depression. The goal is to facilitate growth and trust in God’s restoring power as the ultimate source of freedom. Participants complete a weekly study as they meet for discussion, prayer and sharing in a safe, supportive environment. As group members grow and heal, they can, in turn, strengthen others who are facing the same challenges. **This group may be especially helpful during the COVID-19 outbreak.**

**FOR MEN ONLY**

FMO provides a safe place for men who are struggling with compulsive personal purity issues which are being acted out in unhealthy ways. The focus is on helping group members grow through community as men encourage and support one another in a non-judgmental environment that builds accountability. Through the development of healthy boundaries, participants avoid relapses and experience hope.

**FOR WOMEN ONLY**

Groups for women who are seeking personal sexual purity or facing this issue with the men in their lives. Through study, opportunities for sharing, prayer and support, woman learn how to overcome their pain and sense of betrayal. As group members move toward healing, forgiveness and restored trust, relationships can grow in health and renewed joy.

**DIVORCECARE**

Separation and divorce are among life’s most painful and stressful experiences. It’s a confusing time when people may feel isolated and have questions about issues they’ve never before faced. DivorceCare meets weekly to help you manage these challenges and move toward rebuilding your life. A video seminar featuring interviews, real life case studies and other helpful tools is followed by group discussion with time to share about what's going on in your personal journey as you receive support from the group.

**2020 SPRING GROUPS**

**THE LIVING FREE INVITATION**

Are you facing challenges that hold you back in your relationship with God and others? While it takes courage to admit that we are struggling, help is here if we’re willing to take a bold step forward. Black Rock’s Living Free Community Life groups provide a safe place where you can discover healing, hope and support.

**WHEN** Beginning Thursday, April 30

**HOW** Video conferencing groups and will transition to onsite groups when the church reopens

**SIGN UP** BRC.church, and click the Community tab

**MORE INFO** Blackrock.org/care or email glemke@blackrock.org

**BREAKING FREE FROM ANGER FOR MEN**

A group for men who are seeking help to manage anger and find greater peace in their lives. In a safe, supportive group setting that includes honest discussion, helpful resources and prayer, men will discover and apply tools to effectively deal with the core issues that can lead to anger and frustration in their relationships.

**HANNAH’S HOPE**

This group supports women who have suffered the loss of an infant due to miscarriage, stillbirth or early infant death and those who are dealing with the heartache of infertility. As group participants move through the grieving process, Hannah’s Hope seeks to create an environment where healing can begin. Through a weekly study with discussion, prayer and sharing, women strengthen one another and experience hope for the future.

“**The Lord’s Spirit has come to me, because he has chosen me to tell the Good News to the poor. The Lord has sent me to announce freedom for prisoners, to give sight to the blind, to free everyone who suffers and to say, ‘this is the year the Lord has chosen.’**"